
Dearest Delegates:

Welcome to the United Nations Security Council! We’re incredibly excited that you’ve

decided to join us in what we believe to be one of the most exciting and stimulating

committees.

To introduce ourselves::

Hey y’all, my name is Gavin Lindsey and I am a Junior at Harvard from small town

Western Colorado. At Harvard I double major in Environmental Science and Public

Policy alongside Economics. This is my 8th HMC Conference and my 8th time being a

part of Special Programs, SP born and bred! Outside of classes, I am involved in a lot of

sustainability organizations on campus including Harvard College Conservation

Coalition and Office for Sustainability! I am super excited to meet you all!!

Dhara is a freshman at Harvard University hoping to concentrate in Government with a

secondary concentration in Global Health. This is her first HMC Conference. Having

grown up in the Central Valley in California, from a town called Modesto located, she is

very passionate about education equity and access to healthcare. In addition to HMC,

Dhara writes for the Harvard Political Review, is a member of the IOP Policy Team, and

volunteers on the Small Claims Advisory. Outside of academics, she enjoys running,

reading, and hiking.

Fayyaz Razi is a first-year at Harvard from Kalamazoo, Michigan. He is potentially

interested in studying Government or Social Studies on a pre-law track. Outside of

Harvard Model Congress, Fayyaz enjoys spending time with family, watching

investigative documentaries, and traveling.

Very soon, we’ll be engaging in substantive conversations regarding the most pressing

global security issues, crafting meaningful resolutions, and challenging our conventional

viewpoints on many issues. Given the fast-paced and constantly-changing nature of the

United Nations, we encourage you to stay up to date with current events and be

informed on both domestic and international news! As always, please feel free to reach



out with any questions, comments, or feedback for us. We’re looking forward to a very

exciting HMC Boston and can’t wait to meet you soon!

Cheers,

Gavin, Dhara, and Fayyaz


